IN THE CIVIL MAGISTRATES COURT
DISTRICT OF GEORGE, HELD AT GEORGE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Case: 5048-15
In the matter between:
Lara Johnstone

Applicant

And
Taaibos Barter Agreement Respondent:
Clive Johnstone

First Respondent

McVeigh Faked Execution Respondent:
Patrick Gaspard; in his capacity as United
States of America Ambassador in Pretoria.

Second Respondent

Russia Assisted Suicide Respondent:
Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov; in his capacity as
Russian Federation Ambassador in Pretoria

Third Respondent

AMENDED NOTICE OF MOTION 01
Issues in Dispute:
McVeigh Faked Execution & Russia Assisted Suicide
Take Notice that Lara Johnstone (“hereinafter called the Applicant”) intends to
make an application to this Court on ______________, at 09:30 hrs; for juridical
oversight of Taaibos Barter Agreement negotiation proceedings between Applicant:
Lara Johnstone and First Respondent: respectively Clive Johnstone; whose Issues
in Dispute partially include Second and Third Respondent.
Lara Johnstone hereby requests an order from the court in terms of the following
common law and legislative doctrine:
The applicant requests the court: (a) to provide juridical magistrate oversight by
acting as a reasonable impartial arbiter to (i) facilitate applicants right to invoke
cultural law; should others dispute her right to practice her Ecology of Peace

Radical Honoursty culture; and (ii) to enable the resolution of Issues in Dispute
between applicant and respondents with a focus on amicable win-win resolution
based upon evidence; (b) Once agreement is reached between the applicant and any
respondent/s: to confirm such agreement as an order of court.
COMMON LAW & LEGISLATIVE DOCTRINE RELIED UPON:
[1]

Judicial Oversight:

[1.1]

The inquisitorial win-win negotiation of ‘issues in dispute’ to have

magistrate oversight and the final agreement to be made a Magistrate and/or if
necessary High Court order.
A.

Inquisitorial juridical proceedings: An inquisitorial system is a legal
system where the court is actively involved; with both parties; in
investigating the facts of the case, while simultaneously representing the
interests of the state; as is used in countries with civil legal systems;
deriving from Roman law or the Napoleonic Code; such as Europe, Russia,
China and South America. The presiding judge is not a passive recipient of
information. Rather, the presiding judge is primarily or partially
responsible for supervising the gathering of the evidence necessary to
resolve the case. He or she is actively involved in steering the search for
evidence and questions the witnesses, including the applicant and
respondents. Attorneys suggest routes of inquiry for the presiding judge
and follow the judge's questioning with questioning of their own.

B.

Adversarial judicial proceedings: An Adversarial juridical system is a legal
system used in the common law countries; such as America, Canada,
Britain and Australia. Advocates represent their parties' positions before
an impartial or allegedly impartial person or group of people, usually a
jury or judge, who attempt to determine the truth of the case; but whose
final decisions are limited to the court record information provided to
them by what the attorneys consider ‘relevant’. If or where the attorneys
exclude relevant information; the Judge cannot consider that information;
even if he or she is aware of that possible information. If it has not been
submitted into the court record by either side; then the Judge is only
allowed to consider the information provided to the court. The judge or
jury knows nothing of the litigation until the parties present their cases to
the decision maker, and cannot take an active truthseeking role in the

proceedings; to determine if possible relevant information has been denied
to them. The defendant in a criminal trial is not required to testify.
[2]

Invocation

of

Cultural

Law

and

Habeus

Mentem

Cultural

Psychological Integrity and Assisted Suicide Declaratory Order:
[2.1]

Invocation of Cultural Law:

[2.2]

If necessary: Permission to invoke1 cultural law2 in S. 15(3), 30, 31, and

18; to enable the Applicant to honour the duty and responsibility to uphold the
principles upon which her Ecology of Peace Radical Honoursty culture is based; and
Psychological Integrity in Section 123; the former which may require the
application of choice of law rules; giving effect to Applicants rights:
A.

To (i) pursue and participate in a culture of their choice; and implicit in
this choice is a duty and responsibility to uphold the institutions upon
which that culture is based; (ii) bodily and psychological integrity.

[2.3]

Confirming that Lara Johnstone is a member of the Ecology of Peace

Radical Honoursty culture.
[3]

Request for Access to Information:

[3.1]

In terms of: South Africa: The Promotion of Access to Information Act,

2000; Act 2 of 20004; also known as the PAIA; USA: Freedom of Information Act5;
Russian Federation: Law on Providing Access to Information on the Activities of
State Bodies and Bodies of Local Self-Government6; giving effect to Applicants
right:
A.

Of access to any information held by the state, as well as information held
by another person that is required for the exercise or protection of any
right.

1

Ex parte Minister of Native Affairs: In re Yako v Beyi 1948 (1) SA 388 (A) at 397: Appellate Division held that
neither common nor customary law was prima facie applicable. Courts had to consider all the circumstances of
a case, and, without any preconceived view about the applicability of one or other legal system, select the
appropriate law on the basis of its inquiry.
2 SALC, Sept 1999: Report on Conflicts of law: P.22: ‘1.58. The Constitution now provides an entitlement for
invoking customary law in legal suits. Because ss 30 and 31 specifically guarantee an individual and a group's
right to pursue a culture of choice, it could be argued that application of customary law has become a
constitutional right. Previously, the state had assumed complete discretion in deciding whether and to what
extent customary law should be recognized, an attitude typical of colonial thinking, for Africans were subject to
whatever policies the conquering state chose to impose on them. Now, however, the state has a duty to allow
people to participate in the culture they choose, implicit in this duty is a responsibility to uphold the
institutions on which that culture is based.’
3 12. Freedom and security of the person: (2) Everyone has the right to bodily and psychological integrity.
4

http://www.justice.gov.za/paia/paia.htm
https://foia.state.gov/Learn/FOIA.aspx
6
http://legislationline.org/documents/action/popup/id/17759
5

[3.2]

Confirming that Clive Johnstone has requested written legal confirmation

of the McVeigh Faked execution information herein documented from Former
President George W Bush; via his legal representative in South Africa: the US
Ambassador in Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard; and if not provided; shall not be held
accountable and shall be free from any civil, criminal or disciplinary liability that
may arise from Lara Johnstone’s decisions to end her life.
[4]

Habeus Mentem Cultural Psychological Integrity:

[4.1]

In terms of The Euthanasia Judgement by Judge Hans Fabricius in North

Gauteng High Court reported in SA Law Reports as 2015 (4) SA 50 (GP):
Stransham-Ford v Minister of Justice and Correctional Services and Others (GP)
(unreported case no 27401/15, 4-5-2015) (Fabricius J); and international
Euthanasia legislation; giving effect to Applicants rights to:
A.

human dignity; not to be treated in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way;
and bodily and psychological integrity.

[4.2]

Confirming that Lara Johnstone may request Clive and Ann Johnstone to

help her to make the required arrangements to end her life by assisted, if and when
she chooses to do so; that Clive Johnstone and the Russian Ambassador in Pretoria:
Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov and/or Russian Federation Officials; may help Lara
with the requested travel and temporary residency permission documentation; for
her assisted suicide in a dignified manner in Siberia Russia; and shall not be held
accountable and shall be free from any civil, criminal or disciplinary liability that
may have arise from Lara Johnstone’s decisions to end her life.
[4.3]

To the extent required developing the common and/or civil law, by

declaring the conduct lawful and constitutional in the circumstances of this matter.
[5]
[5.1]

General Court and/or Declaratory Order:
To issue a general court and/or declaratory order of court confirming

Applicant and Respondents Taaibos Barter Exchange and/or Russia Euthanasia
Suicide negotiated written agreement as an order of court; once negotiations are
completed.

REQUEST INQUISITORIAL TRUTHSEEKING WIN-WIN PROCEEDINGS:
[6]

The applicant requests that the resolution of these issues in dispute occur via

primarily inquisitorial proceedings with a truthseeking and win-win conflict
resolution focus; where all parties are enabled and empowered by sharing honest
accurate information with each other; tested for scientific evidentiary validity; for

the benefit of all parties; setting common and/or civil law precedents based upon
ecological resource reality; thereby enhancing the juridical system’s reputation for
impartial truthseeking of resource and social-conflict resolution problem solving
juridical arbitration; amongst the citizenry.
[7]

If any respondent prefers zero-sum game adversarial proceedings; where a

liar with best legal propaganda is the winner; an honest man with no lawyer loses;
the common or civil law loses by setting precedent based on parasitic legal
propaganda not proven scientifically relevant evidence; and the only winners are
lawyers profiting from ‘innocence for sale indulgences’ legal propaganda conflict
escalation; for their legal colleagues parasitic profiteering off misery benefits;
damaging the juridical system’s impartial truthseeking and problem solving socialconflict resolution reputation amongst the citizenry; kindly provide the applicant
and court with your reasons and justifications for such zero-sum game adversarial
proceedings.

TAAIBOS BARTER EXCHANGE INFORMATION REQUESTED:
Request for Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution Information:
American Ambassador in Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard:
Lara Johnstone hereby requests the following information from American
Ambassador in Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard for Lara, Clive and Ann Johnstone and
Russian Ambassador in Pretoria: Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov to make fully
informed decisions with regard to Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution and Russia
Assisted Suicide Euthanasia Issue in Dispute:
[1]

Lara Johnstone requests American Ambassador Patrick Gaspard to:

[1.1]

Request Former President George W Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis;

and if necessary any other United States Government officials to confirm and/or
edit for accuracy and/or outright deny the following statement:
A.

In late 2001, Steve West, Former US Special Forces and then Secret
Service Officer in the California Governors office of Governor Gray Davis
confirmed to Lara Johnstone that Governor Gray Davis had confirmed
that the previous statements of the California Governors Office confirming
the execution of Timothy James McVeigh had been incorrect. Governor
Gray Davis had been informed by President George Bush at their recent
meeting in San Bernadino County; that in fact; Timothy McVeigh’s
execution had been faked. Timothy McVeigh was not executed on 11 June

2001; his execution was faked. Mr. West then thanked Lara Johnstone for
informing the Governor’s Davis office of this information for his
verification.
[1.2]
A.

If so confirmed:
To request (i) Dept of Justice: Attorney General Loretta Lynch, (ii)
Assistant Attorney General for National Security: Lisa Monaco and (iii)
former DoJ Prosecutor in the trial of Timothy McVeigh -- Denver
Oklahoma: Criminal Action No. 96-CR-68-M – Beth Wilkinson; what the
Dept of Justice preferences are for legal proceedings if any; in terms of the
legally verified information by President GW Bush; that McVeigh’s
execution was faked.

[1.3]

If Dept of Justice Officials and/or McVeigh Trial Prosecutors; want a new

Trial for McVeigh:
A.

To request aforementioned Dept of Justice officials legal written
guarantee of (a) agreement to bail for McVeigh pending resolution of such
trial; and (b) ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy’
guarantee offer; made to them on 06 November 2015 2:11 PM in
correspondence to Timothy McVeigh and Lisa Monaco; copied to among
others Beth Wilkinson; Subject: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology:
Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult.

[1.4]

If Dept of Justice Officials and/or McVeigh Prosecutors; do not want a new

Trial for McVeigh:
A.

Their written permission for Timothy James McVeigh to travel to South
Africa and to Russia. More specifically: (A) if the negotiations with Clive
Johnstone and Russian Ambassador Mikhail Petrakov so permit:
permission for Timothy McVeigh to travel to South Africa, meet Lara’s
parents; resolve any unresolved issues between Timothy, Lara, Clive and
Ann; so that Lara and Timothy can travel to Russia to physically spend
two years together somewhere in a village in Siberia; before being allowed
to die together by assisted suicide; and to be buried together in an
unmarked grave somewhere near Lake Baikal, in the Siberian wilderness.

Request for Russia Assisted Suicide Information:
Russian Ambassador in Pretoria: Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov:

Lara Johnstone hereby requests the following information from Russian
Ambassador in Pretoria: Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov for Lara, Clive and Ann
Johnstone and American Ambassador in Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard, Pres George W
Bush, CA Governor Gray Davis, Dept of Justice: Attorney General Loretta Lynch,
Assistant Attorney General for National Security: Lisa Monaco and former DoJ
Prosecutor in the trial of Timothy McVeigh: Beth Wilkinson; to make fully informed
decisions with regard to Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution: ‘Justice Quartus de
Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy guarantee offer’:
[2]
[2.1]

Lara Johnstone requests Russian Ambassador Mikhail Petrakov to:
Request President Vladimir Putin and/or if necessary any other Russian

Federation officials for their written legal – travel, temporary residence and
euthanasia burial – permission for Lara Johnstone and Timothy James McVeigh.
More specifically: (A) if the negotiations with Clive Johnstone and American
Ambassador Patrick Gaspard; so permit: permission to physically spend two years
time with Timothy McVeigh somewhere in a village in Siberia; before being allowed
to die together by assisted suicide; and to be buried together in an unmarked grave
somewhere near Lake Baikal, in the Siberian wilderness; (B) if the negotiations
with Clive Johnstone and American Ambassador Patrick Gaspard do not permit: (i)
permission for Lara to spend a short time alone somewhere in a village in Siberia;
before being allowed to die alone by assisted suicide, and to be buried alone in an
unmarked grave somewhere near Lake Baikal, in the Siberian wilderness; (ii) and
if so: whether a Russian Federation Official would be willing to notify Clive
Johnstone to confirm Lara Johnstone’s peaceful dignified departure and burial.

[8]
[8.1]

Financial Costs from Respondents:
From First to Third Respondents: Sheriff Costs of Service to them or their

legal representative – R200.00 per service – to be refunded to Lara Johnstone.
[8.2]

From Clive Johnstone: If so resolved: Russia Euthanasia travel and

confirmation of death costs – amount as yet unknown – to be provided to Lara
Johnstone.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that the Applicant is (a) indigent, and (b) not aware of
any public legal aid authority, with the intellectual, cultural, political, ideological,
and/or legal cognitive capability to apply their minds to make an impartial enquiry
into intellectual perspectives held by culture’s, intellectual schools of thought and

religions other than their own -- i.e. such as the Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace
culture -- however if such public interest legal authority does exist, Applicant has
no objection to accepting their public interest litigation support as assistance of
counsel. In the absence thereof, Applicant shall be representing herself and her
culture/religion: Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace, as an effective In Forma
Pauperis Pro Se / Propria Persona / Litigant in Person Applicant.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that 16 Taaibos Ave, Heatherpark, George, 6539,
and/or Email: jmcswan@mweb.co.za, is appointed as the address/email address at
which the applicants will accept notice and service of all process in these
proceedings.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that:
A. First to Third Respondents or their designated legal representatives must file
with the Clerk of the Magistrates Court George; their Notice of Intention to
Defend and/or Written Response to Request for Information for resolving these
issues in dispute through written legal court proceedings; and serve a copy
thereof on the Applicant; by or before __________. The Notice of Intention to
Defend must include an address referred to in rule 55(1)(g) at which he will
accept notice and service, including email service, of documents in these
proceedings.
B. Whereafter all respondents or their designated legal representatives must file
with the Clerk of the Court and serve upon the Applicant; their answering
affidavit, by _________________,
C. Applicant shall submit her response affidavit by __________.
D. The application will be made on the ___________, at 09:30 hrs; where if (a)
agreement has been reached, such agreement can be made an order of the
court; or (b) if agreement is not reached, negotiations may continue, and the
matter postponed for a later date.
DATED at this ______________, George, South Africa, Pale Blue Dot.

LARA JOHNSTONE, Pro Se

PO Box 4052, George, 6539, South Africa
Tel/Fax: (044) 870 7239
jmcswan@mweb.co.za
GEORGE MAGISTRATES CIVIL COURT
TO: Clerk of the Civil Court
George Magistrates Court
Tel: (044) 802 5800 | Fax: (044) 802 5861
APPLICANT:
Lara Johnstone
16 Taaibos Ave, Heatherpark, George, 6539
Email: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
FIRST RESPONDENT:
Clive Johnstone
16 Taaibos Avenue, Heatherpark, George
Email: clann@telkomsa.net
SECOND RESPONDENT:
Ambassador Patrick Gaspard
United States Embassy in the Republic of South Africa
877 Pretorius St, Arcadia, Pretoria
Tel: +27 (12) 431-4000 | Fax: +27 (12) 342-2299
Email: embassypretoria@state.gov.
THIRD RESPONDENT:
Ambassador Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov
Embassy of the Russian Federation in the Republic of South Africa
316 Brooks Street, Menlo Park, 0081 Pretoria
Tel: (012) 362-1337/8 | Fax: (012) 362-0116
E-mail: ruspospr@mweb.co.za

IN THE CIVIL MAGISTRATES COURT
DISTRICT OF GEORGE, HELD AT GEORGE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Case: 5048-15
In the matter between:
Lara Johnstone

Applicant

And
Taaibos Barter Agreement Respondent:
Clive Johnstone

First Respondent

McVeigh Faked Execution Respondent:
Patrick Gaspard; in his capacity as United
States of America Ambassador in Pretoria.

Third Respondent

Russia Assisted Suicide Respondent:
Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov; in his capacity as
Russian Federation Ambassador in Pretoria

Fourth Respondent

FOUNDING AFFIDAVIT
IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED NOTICE OF MOTION 01
Issues in Dispute: McVeigh Faked Execution & Russia Assisted Suicide

I the undersigned,
LARA JOHNSTONE
do hereby make oath and say:
[1]
I am an adult Radical Honoursty Ecofeminist Guerrylla Law Sustainable
Security practicing Guerrylla Lawfare paralegal (subsequently referred to as
“applicant”), member of the Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture; resident in
George, Southern Cape, RSA; where I used to run a small pedal-powered wormery
business.
[2] The facts set out herein fall within my personal knowledge, unless otherwise
indicated by the context, and are to the best of my subjective knowledge true and
correct.

[3] If or when I am informed of, or become aware of any evidentiary information in
this affidavit that is proven incorrect; I have no problem providing the court with
my apology for informing the court of information subjectively considered to be
accurate; but subsequently proven to be incorrect. Until such time; to the best of my
subjective knowledge the following information is true and correct.
[4] I hereby request the court: (a) to provide juridical magistrate oversight by
acting as a reasonable impartial arbiter based upon the common law and legislative
doctrine and Juridical rulings expressed in the Notice of Motion and/or any similar
applicable foreign or international law; to (i) facilitate my right to invoke cultural
law; should others dispute my right to practice my Ecology of Peace Radical
Honoursty culture; and (ii) to enable the resolution of Issues in Dispute between
myself and any or all respondents with a focus on amicable win-win resolution
based upon evidence; (b) once agreement is reached between myself and any
respondent/s: to confirm such agreement as an order of court.
RESPONDENTS:
[5] First Respondent: Clive Johnstone is my biological father, who resides at 16
Taaibos Ave, Heatherpark, George, 6539.
[6] Second Respondent: Patrick Gaspard; in his capacity as United States of
America Ambassador in Pretoria; is the United States Government: i.e. current
President Barack Obama and/or other Former United States of America Presidents
and Government Officials; official legal representative in South Africa; whose
business address is: United States Embassy in Pretoria located at 877 Pretorius St,
Arcadia, Pretoria. Email contacts: White House: Office of the President:
presidency@whitehouse.gov,
American
Embassy
in
Pretoria:
embassypretoria@state.gov.
[7] Third Respondent: Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov; in his capacity as Russian
Federation Ambassador in Pretoria; is the Russian Federation Governments: i.e.
current Russian Federation President Vladimir Putin and/or other Former Soviet
Republic or Russian Federation Presidents and/or Government Officials; official
legal representative in South Africa; whose business address is: Embassy of the
Russian Federation in the Republic of South Africa. 316 Brooks Street, Menlo Park,
0081 Pretoria. Email contacts: Kremlin Press Office: press_office@prpress.gov.ru;
Russian Embassy in Pretoria: ruspospr@mweb.co.za.

APPLICANT ECOLOGY OF PEACE CULTURE:
Radical Honoursty Culture:

[8] I joined the Radical Honesty culture in 1999; and legally notified the Radical
Honesty culture on 17 October 2013 of my written reasons for withdrawing from
the Radical Honesty culture; and that in future I would consider myself to be a
member of the Radical Honoursty culture.
[9] A copy of (i) all correspondence in my possession; between me and Radical
Honesty culture founder: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers and other
culture members; between 1999 and 2013; while I was a member of the Radical
Honesty culture; (ii) my legal correspondence 2013 to present; notifying the Radical
Honesty culture of my reasons for withdrawing from the Radical Honesty culture;
(iii) Official Written Apologies to my family, court officials and Constitutional Court
judges; notifying them of my realization that the Radical Honesty culture:
Psychologist Brad Blanton; and Radical Honesty Trainers were not sincere about
their ‘Radical Honesty’ practices; but were engaged in Fraud; can be found online
at: FBI: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Fraud1.
MILINT Earth Day Ecology of Peace Whistleblower/Activist Oath:
[10]
On 19 June 2013 I submitted my MILINT Earth Day Ecology of Peace
Whistleblower / Activist Oath [PDF2]; to the Center for Naval Analysis: Military
Advisory Board: Powering America's Defense: Energy and the Risks to National
Security:: USAF: Gen Charles Wald, LTG Lawrence Farrell, Gen Ronald E Keyes,
Gen Charles Boyd, USA: Gen Gordon Sullivan, Gen Paul J Kern, USN: Adm John
Nathman, Adm Joseph Lopez, VADM Dennis McGinn, RADM David Oliver Jr,
VADM Richard Truly. Copies were sent to: Gen. Keith Alexander, National
Security Agency; James Clapper, Director of National Intelligence and Lisa
Monaco, Asst Att. General for National Security, National Security Division,
Department of Justice.
[10.1] CNA Contact details: CNA: Center for Naval Analysis, 3003 Washington
Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22201 USA. General Counsel: Mark E Rosen. Email:
inquiries@cna.org.
[10.2] MAB Contact details: VADM Dennis McGinn is currently Assistant
Secretary of the Navy: Energy, Installations & Environment. He can be contacted
directly via US Navy Judge Advocate General: VADM James W Crawford III via
JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc: JAGIR@navy.mil; or via CNA Military Advisory Board
Members: Gen Paul Kern: pkern@cohengroup.net; Gen Gordon Sullivan:
gsullivan@ausa.org; Gen. Charles Chuck Wald: cwald@deloitte.com.

http://sqswans.weebly.com/fbi-brad-blanton--radical-honesty-fraud.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/13-06-18_milint-earth-day-wyft-support-troopsoath_cert.pdf

1

2

[11]
The oath requires me to maintain my Walk my Eco-footprint Talk to Support
the Troops to below the following Carrying Capacity limits3: procreate one child, to
consume below 1 gha; procreate no children, to consume below 20 gha; and legally
authorizes the MAB to authorize my assassination should I violate the oath, by
procreating or consuming above said carrying capacity limits.
[12]
I have not received any buck stops here response from any of them informing
me what they think of my Ecology of Peace Oath.
[13]
The Military Advisory Board – like GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad
Blanton et al applicants and observers; of whom VADM McGinn is an applicant –
have so far preferred to maintain a plausible deniable relationship to Ecology of
Peace international law social contract issues.
[14]
As the only Ecology of Peace supporter4 to have signed an Ecology of Peace
Oath; I have engaged in Ecology of Peace (i) general educational activism
correspondence; (ii) Ecology of Peace v War is Peace negotiations to among others:
leaders of the worlds major religions: Catholic, Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Taoist,
Buddhist, Official Freemasons; etc; (iii) legal activism to courts; on behalf of
supporting the Military Advisory Board and Ecology of Peace Prisoner of War
applicants; to ascertain whether it would be possible to win the hearts and minds of
citizens and government officials around the world; to non-violently implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
[14.1] GMC 4643-13 Applicants: (i) Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: via US Navy
JAG: VADM James W Crawford III via JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc: JAGIR@navy.mil;
(ii) VADM Dennis McGinn; as aforementioned; (iii) Timothy McVeigh:
truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com; via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE:
Timothy McVeigh: nsd.public@usdoj.gov; Copy to: NSA: Gen Keith Alexander:
KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov; (iv) Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group:
info@fsgroup.com;
Copies
to:
GOP:
Sen.
Inhofe:
Ellen
Brown:
Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov;
Michigan
Republicans:
Sam
Bissell:
SBissell@migop.org; (v) President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office:
press_office@prpress.gov.ru; Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta:
ruspospr@mweb.co.za; (vi) David Petraeus: david.petraeus@kkr.com; (vii) Raymond
Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff :
usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g-1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil;
(viii)
Stan
McChrystal: stan@mcchrystalgroup.com.
[14.2] GMC 4643-13 Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals Ninth
Circuit: jay.bybee@unlv.edu; David Coombs: info@armycourtmartialdefense.com;
Zbigniew Brzezinski: ZBrzezinski@csis.org; Major Gen Dana Pittard:
3
4

http://sqswans.weebly.com/guerrylla-laws.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-supporters.html

dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil;
Major
Gen
Herbert
Raymond
McMaster:
herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil; John W. Whitehead: johnw@rutherford.org;
Donald Rumsfeld: daniel@javelindc.com; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen
George Flynn: george.flynn@mail.mil; US Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs: SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov; Holy See in London – Nuntius:
Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk; TX Grand Lodge: Secretary: gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org;
Arif Hasan Akhundzada: arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com; USMC General
Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base:
hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil.
Request for Inquisitorial Truthseeking Win-Win Proceedings:
[15]

The applicant requests that the resolution of these issues in dispute occur via

primarily inquisitorial proceedings with a truthseeking and win-win conflict
resolution focus; as noted in Amended Notice of Motion 01.
[15.1]

If Agreed: Thank you.

[15.2]

If any respondent prefers zero-sum game adversarial proceedings as noted

in Amended Notice of Motion 01; applicant shall provide her response to such
preferences; should any respondent confirm their preference, and evidence in
support of such preference; for zero-sum game adversarial proceedings. If so: If
relevant to respondents argument; applicants argument may include information
and evidence detailing; among others:
A.

how flat earth jurisprudence that ignored or refused to amend their laws
to respond to (i) ecological strain; and (2) economic stratification resource
war violence; resulting from procreation and consumption above ecological
carrying capacity limits; contributed to the collapse of the state of among
others: Greco-Rome, Minoan, Mycenaean, Sumerians, Akkadian, Assyrian,
Babylonian, Achaemenid, Seleucid, Zhou, Han, Tang, Song, Parthian,
Sassanid, Umayyad, Abbasid, Mauryan, Gupta, Maya, Hittite, Harrapan
and Teotihuacan Empires; which included the disappearance of between
90-99% of the populations: from famine, disease and organized violence
resource wars; including their kings, presidents, Gods, calendars, courts
and other complex political and cultural institutions5.

2012 & 14: NASA funded studies: Human Predator and Nature Prey Dynamics - HANDY – studies
Modeling Inequality and Use of Resources in the Collapse and Sustainability of Societies. Human
And Nature DYnamics (HANDY) is based on the Alfred Lotka and Vitto Volterra predator-prey
model, which described the dynamics of competition between two species; in that case wolves and
rabbits. In these HANDY studies humans are considered the "predator", while nature (the natural
resources of the surrounding environment) is considered the "prey", depleted by humans.
http://sqswans.weebly.com/us-nasa.html
5

B.

how juridical systems reputation – as a legal system that cooperatively or
obstructively

refuses

to

resolve

ecological

strain

and

economic

stratification resource social conflict cooperative problem solving amongst
citizens – can result in (a) non-violent problem solving cooperation via
among others non-violent political or military necessity allegedly unlawful
acts to educate police, prosecutors and magistrates and citizens via
criminal proceedings and the media generated from such criminal
proceedings; or (b) violent vigilante community mobjustice acts of terror;
to either (i) violently take matters of justice into their own hands in their
communities; or (ii) coerce government officials to find solutions for
citizens resource war social conflict disputes; or (iii) simply kill all those
who cannot or refuse to be violently coerced; to elect or appoint a new
government.
[15.3]

If none: Thank you.

TAAIBOS BARTER EXCHANGE INFORMATION REQUESTED:
Request for Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution Information:

Lara’s Information regarding Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution:
[16]

Summary of Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution information I provided to

Clive and Ann Johnstone, other Johnstone family members:
[17]

McVeigh Faked Execution Information:
[17.1]

Sometime between April - December 2001 I informed Demian Johnson

that I wanted a divorce; citing my feelings for Timothy McVeigh. Initially Demian
was angry and very upset; and had a lot of questions. I answered them as honestly
as I was able. We discussed the issue for a few weeks; Demian agreed to an
amicable divorce. My divorce paperwork with Demian Johnson was not completed,
before I was deported by the Immigration & Naturalization Service in March 2002.
[17.2]

Sometime between August 2001 - January 2002 I was informed – in

Phoenix and Flagstaff Arizona, Oakland and Berkeley California – by Timothy
McVeigh’s Special Forces Commanding Officer: Sgt Michael Martin [not his real
name]; that McVeigh’s 11 June 2001 execution had been faked. Martin had run into
McVeigh on the 4th of July weekend; where they had discussed among other issues
the OKC bombing and McVeigh’s faked execution.

[17.3]

Sometime between December 2001 - January 2002 I provided Martin’s

information to the Office of California Governor Gray Davis; for him to confirm
with the White House. Secret Service Steve West informed me that Governor Davis
confirmed the information with President George W Bush at a meeting in San
Bernadino County. Presumably Governor Davis authorized Steve West to inform
me; because Mr. West informed me publicly face to face in the California Governors
Office.
[18]

Between 2002-2015; I also provided the McVeigh Faked Execution Information

in writing to:
[18.1]
FBI

OKC Bombing Prosecutor: Beth A Wilkinson: bwilkinson@paulweiss.com;

Investigators:

Danny

Coulson:

info@CoulsonJacksonSecure.com;

Danny

Defenbaugh: Info@DannyDefenbaugh.com.
[18.2]

OKC Bombing Accused: Timothy McVeigh Counsel: Stephen Jones:

sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com; Rob Nigh: rnigh@brewsterlaw.com; Terry Nichols
Counsel: Michael Tigar: mtigar@wcl.american.edu; Michael Fortier: Mr. Michael
Fortier via Michael G Mcguire via Tulsa Co Bar Assoc Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins:
kevinc@tulsabar.com; Tulsa Attorney: Kevin Adams: Lawyeradams@me.com.
[18.3]

Bill McVeigh & McVeigh Family via Buffalo News: Lou Michel:

lmichel@buffnews.com; Dan Herbeck: dherbeck@buffnews.com. A few times in 2001
before I was deported I attempted to get Bill McVeigh’s telephone number via
Buffalo News; but they refused to give it to me. I asked them if they would get Bill
McVeigh’s permission for them to give it to me; but they refused; so I am unaware if
they ever asked him for his permission.
[18.4]

Oklahoma State Governor at the time of Oklahoma City Bombing: Frank

Keating: Currently President and Chief Executive Officer of the American Council
of

Life

Insurers:

via

Jack

Dolan:

Vice

President

-

Media

Relations:

JackDolan@acli.com; and Board Member of American Bankers Association: via
President & CEO: American Bankers Association: via Blair Bernstein: Media
Relations: bbernste@aba.com; Richard Burr: Dick@BurrandWelch.com.
[18.5]

Oklahoma City Bombing ‘Truthers’ and/or Media: Chris Emery: Noble

Lie: Free Mind Films: Contact@FreeMindFilms.com; Dr. James Tracy: FAU School
of Comm: jftracy@fau.edu; MemoryHoleBlog: webmaster@memoryholeblog.com;
OKC Gazette: Jennifer Chancellor: jchancellor@okgazette.com; Los Angeles Times:
Judy Pasternak: judy@judypasternak.com; Apocalypse in Oklahoma: Waco and
Ruby Ridge Revenged: Prof Mark Hamm: Mark.Hamm@indstate.edu; Deadly
Secrets:

Margaret

Roberts:

margroberts22@att.net;;

David

Paul

Hammer:

deadlysecrets@att.net; Outpost of freedom: Gary Hunt: webmaster@outpost-offreedom.com; SPLC: Southern Poverty Law Center: Morris Dees via Emily
Mumford: emily.mumford@splcenter.org; UnivKS Law-Famous Trials: McVeigh
Trial: Douglas Lindner: linderd@umkc.edu.
[18.6]

Jesse Trentadeu: Kenneth Trentadeu Death in Custody: Jesse Trentadue:

jtrentad@sautah.com.
[19]

Responses to McVeigh Faked Execution Information:

[19.1]
A.

Clive and Ann Johnstone:
Sometime in 2002: Clive and Ann Johnstone doubted the information
about Timothy McVeigh being alive. So I suggested that they pick up the
phone and call the White House. Ann Johnstone then called the White
House; with the telephone number I had given her. She asked the White
House person who answered the phone; if the people in the White House
knew who I was. The man –

name unknown or I can’t remember – said

yes the White House knew who I was; and asked Ann if she knew who my
boyfriend was. Ann Johnstone replied: Timothy McVeigh; and the man
and Ann then had a short conversation about Lara Johnstone and
Timothy McVeigh.
B.

Clive and Ann Johnstone no longer doubt the possibility that McVeigh’s
execution was faked; but they do doubt that McVeigh cares for Lara.

[19.2]

Others to Whom McVeigh Faked Execution Information was

provided:
A.

None have ever responded with: (a) thank you for the information; or (b)
any questions.

[20]

Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution Information Indiviudals:

[21]

Aforementioned reference to Ann Elizabeth Johnstone, Timothy McVeigh,

Demian Emile Johnson, Michael Martin, Gray Davis, George W Bush, Pope
Benedict, Benjamin Netanyahu, Vladimir Putin; refers to the following persons:
[21.1]

Ann Elizabeth Bosman born to Andries Willem “Toy” Bosman and

Elizabeth Gertruida Kolver, in Standerton, Apartheid South Africa; on 14 February
1946; married to Clive Henry Johnstone on 11 February 1966; resident at 16
Taaibos Ave, Heatherpark, George, RSA.
[21.2]

Timothy James McVeigh born to William “Bill” McVeigh and Mildred

“Mickey” Noreen nee Hill; in Lockport New York on 23 April 1968; allegedly

executed by the United States Government at Terre Haute Prison; on 11 June
2001, for his involvement in the Oklahoma City Bombing. Current resident
information unknown; possible information he is employed by the National Security
Agency, resident either at Ft Meade or somewhere in Anne Arundel Co. Maryland,
or some other military base in the USA. Twitter: @Timothy4316. Email address:
truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com.
[21.3]

Demian Emile Johnson born to Ross Shelby Johnson and Ann Otelia

Johnson in Oakland, California on 07 August 1964; imprisoned in California Dept
of Corrections since 1982 on a charge of felony murder; married the applicant on 11
October 1997 in Folsom Prison, California; currently resident at Soledad State
Prison, Monterrey County, California, USA.
[21.4]

Michael Martin [not his real name] a GreenEyed Seminole Indian, born on

Seminole reservation in Florida; Timothy McVeigh’s US Army Special Forces
Commanding Officer, John Doe #2 co-conspirator in the Oklahoma City Bombing;
ordered by the United States Army to disappear after the OKC bombing. Contact
details unknown.
[21.5]

Joseph Graham "Gray" Davis, Jr. born 26 December 1942 to Joseph G

Davis and Doris Meyer Morell in the Bronx, New York City, who served as the 37th
Governor of California from 1999 to 2003. He is currently practicing corporate law
as "of counsel" to Loeb & Loeb in Century City, California. His email address is:
gdavis@loeb.com
[21.6]

George Walker Bush born to George Herbert Walker Bush and Barbara

Bush nee Pierce in New Haven, Connecticut; on 06 July 1946, who served as the
46th Governor of Texas from 1995 to 2000, and the 43rd President of the United
States from 2001 to 2009. President Bush was presumably the individual who –
either of his own volition; or under threat from one or more other individuals; if so
presumably U.S. Military officials, Vladimir Putin, Benjamin Netanyahu and/or
Pope Benedict XVI -- made the decisions related to Timothy McVeigh’s 11 June
2001 faked execution; the exact details of those decisions remain unknown to the
applicant. GW Bush currently lives on his farm in Crawford Texas. If or when
Applicant has information related to her efforts to remove the legal obstacles
preventing Timothy and the applicant from being together she provides such
information to President Bush via his Secretary of Defence: Donald Rumsfeld
whose email address is: daniel@javelindc.com. Copies to: Ambassador Patrick
Gaspard: American Embassy in Pretoria: embassypretoria@state.gov.

[21.7]

Pope Benedict XVI born Joseph Aloisius Ratzinger; on 16 April 1927;

served as Pope of the Catholic Church from 2005 until his resignation in 2013. He
is contacted via Holy See in London – Nuntius: Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk.
[21.8]

Benjamin "Bibi" Netanyahu born to Prof. Benzion Netanyahu and Tzila

Segal on 21 October 1949 in Tel Aviv Israel; is the current Prime Minister of Israel.
He is contacted via Prime Ministers Office: pm_eng@pmo.gov.il.
[22]

Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin born to Vladimir Spiridonovich Putin and Maria

Ivanovna Putina née Shelomova; on 7 October 1952, in Leningrad (modern-day
Saint Petersburg), Russian SFSR, Soviet Union. Putin has been the President of
Russia since 7 May 2012. He previously served as President from 2000 to 2008, as
Prime Minister of Russia from 1999 to 2000 and 2008 to 2012. He is contacted via
the Kremlin Press Office: press_office@prpress.gov.ru. Copies to: Mikhail Ivanovich
Petrakov; Russian Federation Ambassador in Pretoria.
[23]

Oklahoma City Bombing Individuals other than Timothy McVeigh:

[24]

Aforementioned reference to Beth A Wilkinson, Danny Coulson, Danny

Defenbaugh, Stephen Jones, Rob Nigh, Terry Nichols, Michael Tigar, Michael
Fortier, Lou Michel, Dan Herbeck, Bill McVeigh, Frank Keating, Chris Emery,
James Tracy, Jennifer Chancellor, Judy Pasternak, Mark Hamm, Margaret
Roberts, David Paul Hammer, Gary Hunt, Morris Dees, Douglas Lindner, Jesse
Trentadeu; refers to the following persons:
[24.1]

Beth Wilkinson: Wilkinson is a Washington, D.C. lawyer. Wilkinson is

known for successfully arguing for the execution of Oklahoma City bomber Timothy
McVeigh. She married David Gregory, former moderator of NBC News' Meet the
Press on 11 June 2000. Wilkinson is a partner the New York City-based law firm
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison6: 1285 Avenue of the Americas. New
York, NY 10019-6064. Tel: 212-373-2548. Fax: 212-492-0803.
[24.2]

Danny Coulson: Coulson is the former Deputy Assistant Director of the

FBI. As Special Agent in Charge (SAC) of the FBI office in Dallas, Texas, he was
detailed as one of the Commanders of the Oklahoma City bombing investigation.
He retired in 1997, to create a private security firm, Coulson, Jackson and
Associates7: 6741 Corporation Parkway. Ft. Worth, Texas 76126
[24.3]

Danny Defenbaugh: Defenbaugh was Inspector in Charge of the

Oklahoma City bombing investigation. From 1998 until his retirement, he was the
Special Agent in Charge of the Dallas Field Office of the FBI. He retired to start a
6
7

http://www.paulweiss.com/
http://www.coulsonjacksonsecure.com/

security consulting firm: Defenbaugh & Associates, Inc8: 203 E Colorado. Dallas,
TX 75222-4826. Tel: 214-944-1417. Fax: 214-276-1775.
[24.4]

Stephen Jones: Jones was the lead defense attorney for Timothy McVeigh,

who was on trial for the Oklahoma City bombing. Jones along with Peter Israel is
the author of: Others Unknown: Timothy McVeigh and the Oklahoma City Bombing
Conspiracy. He is a partner at: Jones, Otjen, Davis & Nixon9: 414 NW 4th Street,
Suite 100. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102.
A.

According to among others: Others Unknown: Timothy McVeigh and the
Oklahoma Conspiracy: Dr. Paul Heath, a Veterans Affairs psychologist,
said a man called McVeigh and another man visited his fifth-floor office in
the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building looking for a construction job; two
weeks before the OKC Federal building bombing. Heath said he asked the
man if he spelled his name M-c-V-a-y – similar to Anton LaVey, founder of
the Church of Satan. But McVeigh quickly corrected him; telling him to
remember his name is spelled M-c-V-e-i-g-h. Heath described the second
man as being "half-Mexican, half-American; possibly a South American or
foreign national."

[24.5]

Rob Nigh: Nigh was one of Timothy McVeigh’s counsel; while he was

employed in private practice at the Tulsa law firm of Brewster and De Angelis. He
is currently the Tulsa County Public Defender: 423 South Boulder Ave W # 300,
Tulsa, OK 74103.
[24.6]

Terry Nichols: Nichols was a farmer, grain elevator manager, real estate

salesman, ranch hand and soldier before he was convicted as McVeigh’s accomplice
in the Oklahoma City bombing. Nichols met McVeigh in the U.S. Army. Nichols
was sentenced to 161 consecutive life terms without the possibility of parole, and is
incarcerated at ADX Florence, a super maximum security prison near Florence,
Colorado. He shares a cell block that is commonly referred to as "Bombers Row"
with Ramzi Yousef: convicted of being the mastermind of the 1993 World Trade
Center bombing, bombing of Philippine Airlines Flight 434, and a co-conspirator in
the Bojinka plot; and Ted Kaczynski also known as the Unabomber; an American
anarchist convicted of a nationwide bombing campaign against people involved
with modern technology. ADX Florence: 5880 CO-67, Florence, CO 81226, United
States. Tel: 719-784-9464

8
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[24.7]

Michael Tigar: Tigar was Terry Nicholas lawyer in his Oklahoma City

bombing trial. Tigar is an American criminal defense attorney known for
representing controversial clients. He is retired an emeritus of the Duke Law
School and American University, Washington College of Law faculties. Address
unknown.
[24.8]

Michael Fortier: Michael and Lori Fortier were identified by FBI and

Prosecutors as Oklahoma City Bombing accomplices of McVeigh and Nichols.
Michael and Lori Fortier testified against McVeigh and Nichols; Michael was
sentenced to 12 years in prison for failing to warn the United States government,
and Lori received immunity from prosecution in exchange for her testimony. On
January 20, 2006, after serving ten and a half years of his sentence, including time
already served, Fortier was released for good behavior into the Witness Protection
Program and given a new identity. Address unknown.
[24.9]

Lou Michel & Dan Herbeck: Michel & Herbeck are Buffalo News

journalists; who are the authors of American Terrorist: Timothy McVeigh & The
Oklahoma City Bombing; that chronicles the life of Timothy McVeigh from his
childhood in Pendleton, New York, to his military experiences in the Persian Gulf
War, to his preparations for and carrying out of the Oklahoma City bombing, to his
trial and death row experience. The Buffalo News is the primary newspaper of the
Buffalo – Niagara Falls metropolitan area. Address: 1 News Plaza, Buffalo, New
York, 14203.
[24.10] William “Bill” McVeigh: McVeigh and Mildred "Mickey" Noreen (née Hill)
are the biological parents of Patty, Timothy and Jennifer McVeigh. They divorced
when Timothy was ten years old. He lives in Pendleton. Address and contact details
unknown.
[24.11] Francis Anthony "Frank" Keating: Keating is an American politician from
Oklahoma. He served as the 25th governor of Oklahoma from 1995 to 2003; and
oversaw the state's response to the Oklahoma City bombing. Keating is a former
President and Chief Executive Officer of the American Council of Life Insurers, the
trade association for the life insurance and retirement security industry. On
January 1, 2011, Keating became president and CEO of the American Bankers
Association; which represents banks of all sizes and charters and is the voice for the
nation's $14 trillion banking industry and its 2 million employees. Address: 1120
Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Washington, DC 20036.
A.

Frank Keating’s brother Martin was author of the 1991 fictional book The
Final Jihad; where a man called Tom McVey bombs an OKC federal

building as a story in fictional literature. In the Final Jihad fictional
literature McVay is stopped by a highway patrolman for having a broken
tail-light. In real life four years later McVeigh is stopped by a highway
patrolman for having a broken license plate. In the Final Jihad fictional
literature, ‘jihad’ represents Masonic Muslim militant organized religion
‘jihad struggle’ against Masonic Christians. In real life Timothy McVeigh’s
‘Final Jihad’ depicts his Ecology of Peace Christian – military, spiritual,
economic, sexual, emotional, legal, psychological – ‘jihad struggle’ with
Masonic Muslims, Christians, military necessity bombing of the OKC
Federal Building; to plead to his military necessity ‘shot heard around the
world’ defence motives to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; that requires all the worlds citizens to take responsibility
for their jihad/struggle to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
[24.12] Chris Emery:

Emery

is

a

film

producer

who

has

produced

documentaries critical of the U.S. Governments ‘official narratives’ of the shootout
at Ruby Ridge, WTC – ’93, the WACO massacre, the Oklahoma City bombing, the
downing of TWA Flight 800 and the 9/11 attacks on the U.S. He co-founded
Oklahoma City based – Free Mind Films in 2011. Address: street address unknown.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
[24.13] James Tracy: Tracy is a media scholar, educator and political analyst
located in South Florida; whose articles have been published in academic journals,
edited volumes, and alternative news and opinion outlets including Global
Research, Lew Rockwell, Activist Post, Information Clearing House, and Infowars.
He also hosts a weekly interview program, Real Politik on Truth Frequency Radio,
an affiliate of Project Censored. He currently publishes his conspiracy theory and
fact research findings at a blog called Memory Hole. South Florida address
unknown.
[24.14] Jennifer Chancellor: Chancellor was a journalist for the Oklahoma
Gazette, a newspaper in Oklahoma City; at the time of the Oklahoma City
bombing. She has written numerous articles about the Oklahoma City bombing for
the OKC Gazette. It is unclear if she is still working for the OKC Gazette. OKC
Gazette: 3701 N Shartel Ave. Oklahoma City, OK 73118. Phone: (405) 528-6000.
Fax: (405) 528-4600.
[24.15] Judy Pasternak: Pasternak is a writer who lives near Washington DC. She
worked for the Los Angeles Times for 24 years, in Los Angeles, Chicago and

Washington, who wrote articles about the Oklahoma City Bombing. Address
unknown.
[24.16] Mark Hamm: Hamm is a former prison warden from Arizona and
currently Professor of Criminology at Indiana State University and a Senior
Research Fellow at the Terrorism Center, John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
The City University of New York. His books include: (i) Terrorism as Crime: From
Oklahoma City to Al-Qaeda and Beyond, (ii) In Bad Company: America's Terrorist
Underground; (iii) Apocalypse in Oklahoma: Waco and Ruby Ridge Revenged; and
others about how prisons radicalize prisoners into gangs.
[24.17] David Paul Hammer: Hammer has been in and out of prisons for most of
his life. He was sentenced to death on November 4, 1998 for the murder of his cell
mate, Andrew Mart; and was transferred to federal death row at Terre Haute
prison, Indiana; where he and McVeigh were in the same cell block. Hammer has
published two books on the Oklahoma City bombing based on knowledge from his
discussions with Timothy McVeigh on death row prior to his 11 June 2001 alleged
execution: Secrets Worth Dying For: Timothy James McVeigh and the Oklahoma
City Bombing (2004), co-authored with Jeffery William Paul, and Deadly Secrets:
Timothy McVeigh and the Oklahoma City Bombing (2010). In May 2010, shortly
following the publication of the second book, Hammer gave an extended interview
on the talk radio show of Alex Jones, detailing his relationship with McVeigh and
McVeigh's account of the US government's alleged involvement; and how McVeigh
had informed him that his execution would be faked. Current Address details
unknown.
[24.18] Margaret Roberts: Roberts is a journalist who wrote the preface to David
Hammer’s 2004 book Deadly Secrets: Timothy McVeigh and the Oklahoma City
Bombing. Address details unknown.
[24.19] Gary Hunt: Hunt is the editor and/or journalist at Outpost of Freedom;
which began as a newspaper in February, 1993; covering the federal siege on the
Branch Davidians church in Waco, Texas; and cover stories of interest to the
Constitutionalist/Patriot community; who had detailed coverage of the Oklahoma
City Bombing; including a McVeigh's Forum; where Timothy McVeigh's words and
thoughts can be found. Address details unknown.
[24.20] Morris Seligman Dees, Jr: Dees is the co-founder and chief trial counsel
for the Southern Poverty Law Center. SPLC is an American nonprofit legal
advocacy organization specializing in civil rights and public interest litigation. It is
noted for its legal victories against alleged white supremacist groups, its legal

representation for victims of alleged hate groups, its classification of militia
movement and other alleged extremist organizations, and its educational programs
that allegedly promote tolerance. The SPLC also classifies and lists alleged hate
groups; which has been the source of some controversy. SPCL: 400 Washington
Ave. Montgomery, AL 36104. Tel: 334-956-8200.
[24.21] Douglas O. Lindner: Lindner is a professor at the University of MissouriKansas City School of Law. Linder is the creator of the Famous Trials website,
which covers over fifty famous trials throughout history; one of them being the trial
of Timothy McVeigh. UKMC: University of Missouri-Kansas City. Kansas City, MO
64110. Tel: 816-235-1000
[24.22] Jesse Trentadeu: Trentadeu is a former Associate Law Professor and
currently a practicing trial lawyer in Salt Lake City at Suitter Axland, PLLC. He is
the older brother of Kenneth “Kenny” Michael Trentadue; born 19 December 1950;
who was found hanged in his cell at FTC Oklahoma on 21 August 1995, during the
investigation of the Oklahoma City bombing; whose death was ruled a suicide.
Jesse maintains that Kenny was murdered by the FBI themselves; and that prison
officials engaged in a cover-up. Oklahoma City's chief medical examiner, Fred
Jordan, said that it was "very likely [Kenny] was murdered." Timothy McVeigh
stated that he believed Trentadue was mistaken for Richard Lee Guthrie Jr., one of
McVeigh’s other suspected co-conspirators in the Oklahoma City bombing who also
died in federal custody, allegedly from suicide by hanging. Suitter Axland, PLLC: 8
East Broadway: 300 South: Suite 200. Salt Lake City, UT 84151-0506.

Lara’s Request to American Ambassador in Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard:
[25]
I hereby request the following information from American Ambassador in
Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard for me, Clive and Ann Johnstone and Russian
Ambassador in Pretoria: Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov to make fully informed
decisions with regard to Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution and Russia Assisted
Suicide Euthanasia Issue in Dispute:
[26]

I request American Ambassador Patrick Gaspard to:

[26.1] Request Former President George W Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis;
and if necessary any other United States Government officials to confirm and/or
edit for accuracy and/or outright deny the following statement:
A.

In late 2001, Steve West, Former US Special Forces and then Secret
Service Officer in the California Governors office of Governor Gray Davis
confirmed to me: Lara Johnstone that Governor Gray Davis had confirmed

that the previous statements of the California Governors Office to me:
Lara Johnstone; confirming the execution of Timothy James McVeigh had
been incorrect. Governor Gray Davis had been informed by President
George Bush at their recent meeting in San Bernadino County; that in
fact; Timothy McVeigh’s execution had been faked. Timothy McVeigh was
not executed on 11 June 2001; his execution was faked. Mr. West then
thanked Lara Johnstone for informing the Governor’s Davis office of this
information for his verification.
[27]

If so confirmed:

[27.1] Request (i) Dept of Justice: Attorney General Loretta Lynch, (ii) Assistant
Attorney General for National Security: Lisa Monaco and (iii) former DoJ
Prosecutor in the trial of Timothy McVeigh -- Denver Oklahoma: Criminal Action
No. 96-CR-68-M – Beth Wilkinson; what the Dept of Justice preferences are for
legal proceedings if any; in terms of the legally verified information by President
GW Bush; that McVeigh’s execution was faked.
[28]
If Dept of Justice Officials and/or McVeigh Trial Prosecutors; want a new Trial
for McVeigh:
[28.1] Request aforementioned Dept of Justice officials legal written guarantee of
(a) agreement to bail for McVeigh pending resolution of such trial; and (b) ‘Justice
Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy’ guarantee offer; made to them on 06
November 2015 2:11 PM in correspondence to Timothy McVeigh and Lisa Monaco;
copied to among others Beth Wilkinson; Subject: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal
Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult. [Annex 01]
[29]
If Dept of Justice Officials and/or McVeigh Prosecutors; do not want a new
Trial for McVeigh:
[29.1] Request aforementioned Dept of Justice officials provide their written
permission for Timothy James McVeigh to travel to South Africa and to Russia.
More specifically: (A) if the negotiations with Clive Johnstone and Russian
Ambassador Mikhail Petrakov so permit: permission for Timothy McVeigh to travel
to South Africa, meet Lara’s parents; resolve any unresolved issues between
Timothy, Lara, Clive and Ann; so that Lara and Timothy can travel to Russia to
physically spend two years together somewhere in a village in Siberia; before being
allowed to die together by assisted suicide; and to be buried together in an
unmarked grave somewhere near Lake Baikal, in the Siberian wilderness.

Request for Russia Assisted Suicide Information:

Lara’s Request to Russian Ambassador in Pretoria: Mikhail Ivanovich
Petrakov:
[30]
I hereby request the following information from Russian Ambassador in
Pretoria: Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov for me, Clive and Ann Johnstone and
American Ambassador in Pretoria: Patrick Gaspard, Pres George W Bush, CA
Governor Gray Davis, Dept of Justice: Attorney General Loretta Lynch, Assistant
Attorney General for National Security: Lisa Monaco and former DoJ Prosecutor in
the trial of Timothy McVeigh: Beth Wilkinson; to make fully informed decisions
with regard to Timothy McVeigh Faked Execution: ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury
Percy Yutar mercy guarantee offer’ [Annex 01]:
[31]

I request Russian Ambassador Mikhail Petrakov to:

[31.1] Request President Vladimir Putin and/or if necessary any other Russian
Federation officials for their written legal – travel, temporary residence and
euthanasia burial – permission for Lara Johnstone and Timothy James McVeigh.
More specifically: (A) if the negotiations with Clive Johnstone and American
Ambassador Patrick Gaspard; so permit: permission to physically spend two years
time with Timothy McVeigh somewhere in a village in Siberia; before being allowed
to die together by assisted suicide; and to be buried together in an unmarked grave
somewhere near Lake Baikal, in the Siberian wilderness; (B) if the negotiations
with Clive Johnstone and American Ambassador Patrick Gaspard do not permit: (i)
permission for Lara to spend a short time alone somewhere in a village in Siberia;
before being allowed to die alone by assisted suicide, and to be buried alone in an
unmarked grave somewhere near Lake Baikal, in the Siberian wilderness; (ii)
Whether a Russian Federation Official would be willing to notify Clive Johnstone to
confirm Lara Johnstone’s peaceful dignified departure and burial.

[32]

Relief Requested:

[33]

I request the following financial refunds from Respondents:
[1.1]

From First to Third Respondents: I request they refund me the Sheriff

Costs of Service to them or their legal representative.
[1.2]

From Clive Johnstone: If permission provided by Russian authorities: I

request financial assistance to travel to Russia for my peaceful assisted suicide
departure from planet earth; hopefully after having spent two years physically with
Timothy McVeigh; but if not: alone somewhere near Lake Baikal in Siberian
nature.

TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that the attached Annexures filed herewith will be used
in support of this application: Encl: 01: 06 November 2015 correspondence to
Timothy James McVeigh: via Dept of Justice: Asst Attorney General for National
Security: National Security Division: Lisa Monaco: Subject: RE: Timothy J
McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that the Applicant is (a) indigent, and (b) not aware of
any public legal aid authority, with the intellectual, cultural, political, ideological,
and/or legal cognitive capability to apply their minds to make an impartial enquiry
into intellectual perspectives held by culture’s, intellectual schools of thought and
religions other than their own -- i.e. such as the Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace
culture -- however if such public interest legal authority does exist, Applicant has
no objection to accepting their public interest litigation support as assistance of
counsel. In the absence thereof, Applicant shall be representing herself and her
culture/religion: Radical Honoursty Ecology of Peace, as an effective In Forma
Pauperis Pro Se / Propria Persona / Litigant in Person Applicant.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that 16 Taaibos Ave, Heatherpark, George, 6539,
and/or Email: jmcswan@mweb.co.za, is appointed as the address/email address at
which the applicants will accept notice and service of all process in these
proceedings.
TAKE NOTICE FURTHER that:
A. First to Third Respondents or their designated legal representatives must file
with the Clerk of the Magistrates Court George; their Notice of Intention to
Defend and/or Written Response to Request for Information for resolving these
issues in dispute through written legal court proceedings; and serve a copy
thereof on the Applicant; by or before __________. The Notice of Intention to
Defend must include an address referred to in rule 55(1)(g) at which he will
accept notice and service, including email service, of documents in these
proceedings.
B. Whereafter all respondents or their designated legal representatives must file
with the Clerk of the Court and serve upon the Applicant; their answering
affidavit, by _________________,
C. Applicant shall submit her response affidavit by __________.

D. The application will be made on the ___________, at 09:30 hrs; where if (a)
agreement has been reached, such agreement can be made an order of the
court; or (b) if agreement is not reached, negotiations may continue, and the
matter postponed for a later date.
DATED at this ______________ 2015, George, South Africa, Pale Blue Dot.

LARA JOHNSTONE, Pro Se
PO Box 4052, George, 6539, South Africa
Tel/Fax: (044) 870 7239
jmcswan@mweb.co.za
GEORGE MAGISTRATES CIVIL COURT
TO: Clerk of the Civil Court
George Magistrates Court
Tel: (044) 802 5800 | Fax: (044) 802 5861
APPLICANT:
Lara Johnstone
16 Taaibos Ave, Heatherpark, George, 6539
Email: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
FIRST RESPONDENT:
Clive Johnstone
16 Taaibos Avenue, Heatherpark, George
Email: clann@telkomsa.net
SECOND RESPONDENT:
Ambassador Patrick Gaspard
United States Embassy in Pretoria
877 Pretorius St, Arcadia, Pretoria
Tel: +27 (12) 431-4000 | Fax: +27 (12) 342-2299
Email: embassypretoria@state.gov.
THIRD RESPONDENT:
Ambassador Mikhail Ivanovich Petrakov
Embassy of the Russian Federation in the Republic of South Africa
316 Brooks Street, Menlo Park, 0081 Pretoria
Tel: (012) 362-1337/8 | Fax: (012) 362-0116
E-mail: ruspospr@mweb.co.za

06 November 2015 correspondence to Timothy
James McVeigh: via Dept of Justice: Asst
Attorney General for National Security:
National Security Division: Lisa Monaco:
Subject: RE: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal
Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult
Timothy James McVeigh
National Security Agency
Ft George C Mead
Anne Arundel Co, Maryland
Timothy Truthseeker (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com)
via: Lisa Monaco
Asst Att. General for National Security
National Security Division
DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco (nsd.public@usdoj.gov)

Copies sent to: Brad Blanton & Radical Honesty: Dr. Brad Blanton:
brad@radicalhonesty.com; Radical Honesty: Mike Lewinski:
support@radicalhonesty.com; Officials confirming Faked Execution of
Timothy McVeigh: Pres GW Bush & Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld:
Donald Rumsfeld: daniel@javelindc.com; Governor Gray Davis Ret:
gdavis@loeb.com; OKC Bombing Accused Prosecutor & Investigators: Beth A
Wilkinson: bwilkinson@paulweiss.com; OKC Bombing Accused: Timothy
McVeigh & Terry Nichols Counsel: Stephen Jones:
sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com; Rob Nigh: rnigh@brewsterlaw.com; Michael
Tigar: mtigar@wcl.american.edu; OKC Bombing Accused: Michael Fortier:
Mr. Michael Fortier via Michael G Mcguire via Tulsa Co Bar Assoc Exec Dir:
Kevin Cousins: kevinc@tulsabar.com; Tulsa Attorney: Kevin Adams:
Lawyeradams@me.com; McVeigh Family: Bill McVeigh & McVeigh Family
via Buffalo News: Lou Michel: lmichel@buffnews.com; Dan Herbeck:
dherbeck@buffnews.com; Ft George C Meade Garrison Commander: Col Brian
P Foley: via: Col Edward C. Rothstein: edward.c.rothstein.mil@mail.mil.

From Lara Johnstone | To Timothy McVeigh & DoJ: NSD AG: Lisa Monaco
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 2:38 PM

_______________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 2:38 PM
To: 'via: Col Edward C. Rothstein'
Subject: FW: Edit: RE: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult

Col Edward C. Rothstein (edward.c.rothstein.mil@mail.mil)
Sorry. Added forgot to change the email header; by removing Valerie and adding your
email address; so Valerie’s was again returned. Apologies.
Lara Johnstone
_______________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 2:11 PM
To: 'Timothy Truthseeker'; 'DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco'
Cc: 'Dr. Brad Blanton'; 'Radical Honesty: Mike Lewinski'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; 'Governor Gray Davis
Ret'; 'Beth A Wilkinson'; 'Stephen Jones'; 'Rob Nigh'; 'Michael Tigar'; 'Kevin Cousins'; 'Tulsa
Attorney: Kevin Adams'; 'Buffalo News: Lou Michel'; 'Dan Herbeck'; 'Valerie Andrews'
Subject: Edit: RE: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult

Timothy James McVeigh
National Security Agency
Ft George C Mead
Anne Arundel Co, Maryland
Timothy Truthseeker (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com)
via: Lisa Monaco
Asst Att. General for National Security
National Security Division
DoJ: NSD: Lisa Monaco (nsd.public@usdoj.gov)
CC: Brad Blanton & Radical Honesty
Dr. Brad Blanton (brad@radicalhonesty.com); Radical Honesty: Mike Lewinski
(support@radicalhonesty.com)
CC: Officials confirming Faked Execution of Timothy McVeigh
Pres GW Bush & Secretary of Defense: via Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com)
Governor Gray Davis Ret (gdavis@loeb.com)
CC: OKC Bombing Accused Prosecutor & Investigators
Beth A Wilkinson (bwilkinson@paulweiss.com)

CC: OKC Bombing Accused: Timothy McVeigh & Terry Nichols Counsel
Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com); Rob Nigh (rnigh@brewsterlaw.com);
Michael Tigar (mtigar@wcl.american.edu).
CC: OKC Bombing Accused: Michael Fortier:
Mr. Michael Fortier via Michael G Mcguire via Tulsa Co Bar Assoc Exec Dir: Kevin
Cousins (kevinc@tulsabar.com); Tulsa Attorney: Kevin Adams (Lawyeradams@me.com)
CC: McVeigh Family:
Bill McVeigh & McVeigh Family via Buffalo News: Lou Michel (lmichel@buffnews.com);
Dan Herbeck (dherbeck@buffnews.com)
CC: Col Brian P Foley
Ft George C Meade Garrison Commander
via: Col Edward C. Rothstein (edward.c.rothstein.mil@mail.mil)
Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult
This is a formal on the record apology for your records; via DoJ: National Security
Division: Asst Attorney General Lisa Monaco; copied for your convenience and
transparency to among others: Ft George Meade Garrison Commander: Col Brian Foley.
I have become aware of information and evidence proving such information as accurate;
that information which I submitted to you; suggesting quasi legal options for helping to
resolve the USA v Timothy McVeigh -- Denver Oklahoma: Criminal Action No. 96-CR68-M; US Court of Appeals: Tenth Circuit: No. 98-1247 -- charges against you; were
erroneous / inaccurate.
More specifically and with greater clarity than the original 2001 letter:
In my 2001 letter to President G W Bush and yourself – subsequently deleted from my
laptop by unknown individuals – I requested that Pres Bush give you a stay of
execution; so that you could meet with the Oklahoma City bombing victims; in an
alternative venue interested in the evidence; the whole evidence and nothing but the
evidence. I suggested such an alternative venue to include the founder of Radical
Honesty and Radical Honesty Trainers; to help facilitate honest forgiveness and
truthseeking problem solving related to the causes of the OKC bombing and US foreign
policy. Such alternative venue would provide OKC bombing victims and/or victims
and/or critics of US foreign policy who were (a) angry with you; and/or (b) not being
provided answers to their questions by the legal court proceedings; with the opportunity
to (c) express their anger and get over their anger; and once so done; and/or (d) listen to
your justifications. Once they had considered your Ecology of Peace evidence; they could
determine whether your actions were objectively and/or subjectively legally (a) justified,
and if so: acquit you and cooperate with you to address the root causes of OKC bombing;
or (b) unjustified: and convict you and sentence you and me to death.
Errors:
My belief that Radical Honesty Founder: Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty Trainers
would care deeply about helping to facilitate honest forgiveness and truthseeking
problem solving of the -- Masonic War is Peace social contract causes of domestic

militarization of police and foreign policy resource war -- causes of the OKC bombing;
were incorrect. They are not sincere about facilitating honest forgiveness and
truthseeking problem solving of the causes of resource conflict; between members of
their own little Radical Honesty cult; let alone being willing to facilitate honest
forgiveness and truthseeking problem solving related to causes of resource conflict
between their cult and other – ethnic, class or religious – cults.
Put simply: I don’t think ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ procedures can work with
insincere parasitic people.
If any ‘radical honesty’ cult members are sincere root cause problem solver truthseekers;
after they have resolved their anger through ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ processes; they
would be quite amenable to sincerely investigating the root causes of whatever it was
that caused their social conflict; and would quickly conclude that the root cause of all
religious, gender, class, and ethnic resource war conflict; is a Masonic War is Peace
international law social contract that allows the worlds citizens the right to breed and
consume without any regard for ecological carrying capacity limits; resulting in resource
depletion and scarcity and religious, gender, class and ethnic resource war conflict. They
would then agree to cooperate and support each other to determine whether it was
possible to abolish the Masonic War is Peace social contract; and replace it with an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract.
Well the radical honesty cult use those radical honesty forgiveness procedures and it
ain’t helped any of them to get over their anger and confront Ecology of Peace facts
reality. That could mean either (a) radical honesty forgiveness procedures don’t work; or
(b) radical honest forgiveness procedures don’t work on insincere people; who are only
pretending to engage in the process of forgiveness to clean out their minds jail of beliefs;
and confront Ecology of Peace Facts reality.
Ecology of Peace facts reality: 1. Earth is not flat; 2. Resources are finite; 3. When
humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity limits1, it results in
resource conflict; 4. To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources in accordance
to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and international
inter-cultural resource war conflict2; humans must implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens to breed and
consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
I imagine individuals who are sincere about addressing the root causes of resource war
conflict; may be quite capable of agreeing to Ecology of Peace facts reality; without
having to go through any ‘radical honesty forgiveness’ process of venting their rage; or
may have their own process of getting rid of their minds jail of beliefs. Quite simply
some form of cultural military honour or scientific intellectual integrity; or religious old
believers like conscience may be quite as capable of encouraging an individual to
confront Ecology of Peace Facts reality; if not more so; than ‘radical honesty forgiveness’
procedures.

Corrections to 2001 letter to President G W Bush and yourself:
1
2

http://tygae.weebly.com/commonsism.html
http://sqswans.weebly.com/military-gospel.html

My current working hypothesis conclusion is that all that is absolutely necessary is for
such an alternative venue would be (a) The ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar
mercy’ guarantee prior to the start of proceedings; that if the Judge or Jury finds us
guilty; the Judge shall agree to our EoP cultural mercy preference not to waste
taxpayers funds as prisoners; but the opportunity for us to be granted a two year exile to
live together somewhere quietly in a village in the Siberian or similar wilderness; before
the Red Army execute us by firing squad and bury us together in unmarked graves in
the Siberian wilderness; (b) The judge and jury’s commitment to the evidence; the whole
evidence and nothing but the evidence; so that both Ecology of Peace and Masonic War is
Peace parties could submit their evidence; for the Judge and/or Jury’s consideration; (c)
Once the Judge or Jury have considered all the Ecology of Peace and Masonic War is
Peace evidence; if they determine that your Ecology of Peace actions were objectively
and/or subjectively legally (i) justified, to acquit you; or (ii) unjustified: to convict you
and sentence you and me – as your EoP Bram Fischer expert witness to the subjective
reasonableness of your military necessity actions -- to death in Siberia; as per ‘Justice
Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy’ guarantee.

Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult:
As you are aware; at the time I was a member of the Radical Honesty culture; and
sincerely believed that the founder and trainer members of the Radical Honesty culture
were sincere about honestly resolving the root causes of – race, class, religion – social
resource war conflict.
It has slowly become apparent to me that I was extremely naïve and that Dr. Blanton
and his ‘Radical Honesty’ trainers are not remotely sincere about honestly resolving the
root causes of – race, religion and class – resource war social conflict.
Awakening to Dr. Blanton’s and Radical Honesty cultures fraud has been a slow process;
such as waiting for him to notify South African courts that he wishes to withdraw his
expert witness affidavits – as per my discussion with Brad Blanton and Radical Honesty
Trainers; after I filed an application with Norwegian Oslo court in the matter of Norway
v Anders Breivik; on the issue of free and fair trials for everyone, white or black, rich or
poor, right wing or left wing3 -- and the perjury reasons for his withdrawal of his expert
witness affidavits.
Radical Honesty: ‘Honour’; Cleaning Out Minds Jail of Beliefs:
I really believed that Brad Blanton was a sincere truthseeker; more specifically that he
was sincere about (a) honour and that his definition of honour was based on honesty and
a world where honour and honesty is rewarded with support from the radical honesty
community; and (b) his ‘jail of belief’; that if or when he was confronted with information
that proved any of his working hypothesis conclusions about reality to be incorrect; he
would ‘clean out the trash belief’ in his mind; and let everyone know he had cleaned out
the trash belief in his mind; and replaced it with new more accurate working hypothesis
conclusion.

3
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I was profoundly affected to create this working hypothesis that was almost, if not; truly
a belief in Brad’s sincerity about honour and living honourably and honestly; by Brad. I
remember sitting in a workshop and it was near the end of the workshop and Brad was
sobbing like a baby; talking about radical honesty and honour; and that maybe he had
not accomplished much or become a success according to conventional materialist
principles of success; but he had no conscience problems; because he knew he had lived
an honourable life; he had been nothing but brutally honest with people he loved and
cared about and related to; he had not lied to them; he could depart this planet and
know: I told the truth to people I cared about and worked with; irrespective of the
consequences and I supported other truth tellers; and worked with them to create a
world where honesty is rewarded.
It was one of the foundations for my willingness to risk so much to support him; to show
him that I sincerely believed that he was sincere about the co-creation of a world where
honour and honesty is rewarded with support from the radical honesty community. I
would provide him with such support; inform the world and people whom I thought may
be interested in an honest and honourable world, about the work he was doing; so that
they could cooperate and we could create a different world; where honesty and honour
are rewarded.
I cannot tell you how many times he has regurgitated the importance of getting over the
‘jail of belief’; that if or when he was confronted with information that proved any of his
working hypothesis conclusions about reality to be incorrect; he would ‘clean out the
trash belief’ in his mind; and let everyone know he had cleaned out the trash belief in his
mind; and replace it with new more accurate working hypothesis conclusion. His books:
Radical Honesty; and Practicing Radical Honesty; and his workshops deal with the issue
over and over again.
I was wrong. My repeated efforts to inform Brad Blanton and his Radical Honesty
trainers how and why I considered them to be engaged in fraud; giving them the
opportunity to respond to me and clarify where or how I was in error; were ignored;
except for Mike Lewinsky who responded that Radical Honesty is not about honour,
making clear agreements, keeping those agreements; i.e. fully informed consenting
agreements; Radical Honesty is about living without rules. [Sunday, April 12, 2015 6:53
AM: Correspondence to support@radicalhonesty.com [PDF4]
Re Radical Honesty Honour:
I don’t know if anyone else in the Radical Honesty cult actually ever considered Brad
Blanton to be sincere about honour.
As noted in legal documentation filed on 17 October 2013; I no longer think that Brad
Blanton or any Radical Honesty Trainers are or ever were sincere about honour.
Put simply I don’t think Brad Blanton or Radical Honesty Trainers would be interested
in making fully informed consenting agreements; about cooperating to make rules to live
by that are based upon confronting ecological carrying capacity limits and fully informed
consenting agreements; because they care about honourable living with their fellow cult
members; let alone with members from other cultures, races and religions.
4
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I doubt you’d get them to cooperate to make rules to live by that are based upon
confronting ecological carrying capacity limits and fully informed consenting
agreements; if you stuck a gun to their heads.
Two days ago a seven year old African child pointed a gun at my head. I was walking my
dogs to the forest. When I crossed the road there were a few young African children
playing. They followed me and the dogs and one called to get my attention. ‘Aunty’ he
called. So I stopped and turned around. He was about seven and had a pistol in his hand
which he pointed at my head. It appeared as if he was attempting to play child soldier
and intimidate me infront of his fellow child soldiers. I asked him what he wanted and
why he was pointing a gun at my head; and that he should be careful about pointing a
gun at someone; cause some police officers don’t care about whether you are a child, if
you are pointing a gun at them or someone else; they simply shoot first and put a bullet
through your brain and ask questions later. If you going to point a gun at someone’s
head; you better be willing to pull the trigger or apologize for pointing a gun at their
head. He said ‘sorry auntie; its just a pellet gun’; and stuck it into his trousers. It looked
very much like a real pistol to me; but I didn’t start an argument about whether his gun
was real or not. I asked him about what his mother thought about him having a gun;
and where she was. He was a twin. His mother was dead and he and his brother were
living with his grandmother.
I don’t have a gun to stick to anyone’s head; but as overpopulation and overconsumption
collides with declining resources; more and more people; including children; will be
sticking guns to other people’s -- including children’s -- heads.

Re Radical Honesty Cleaning Out Minds Jail of Beliefs:
I don’t know if anyone else in the Radical Honesty cult actually considered Brad Blanton
to be sincere about cleaning out his mind’s jail of fundamentalist beliefs.
I no longer think that Brad Blanton is or ever was sincere about cleaning out his minds
jail of fundamentalist beliefs; and I don’t think any Radical Honesty Trainers are or ever
were sincere about cleaning out their minds jail of fundamentalist beliefs.
They say their primary reality is based on ‘noticing’; but no matter how much
information and evidence you provide Brad Blanton and his Radical Honesty cult
trainers that the earth is not flat; that it is round and that its resources are finite; the
more they refuse to include it in their ‘noticing’ about reality.
Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult Documentation:
A copy of all the documentation and correspondence submitted to (i) United States
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Police and District Attorney / Prosecutors Offices of
the cities/towns wherein Dr. Blanton and his Radical Honesty trainers reside in USA,
United Kingdom and Canada; and the Police Prosecutors Office’s of George and
Capetown; (ii) individuals whom I have provided similar Formal Apologies to with

regard to Dr Blanton and Radical Honesty culture fraud’s effect on my relationship with
them; is available at: FBI: Brad Blanton & Radical Honesty Fraud5.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF6)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
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